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For any finitely generated subgroup 1 of Q* we compute a formula for the den-
sity of the primes for which the reduction modulo p of 1 contains a primitive root
modulo p. We use this to conjecture a characterization of ``optimal'' subgroups (i.e.,
subgroups that have maximal density). We also improve the error term in the
asymptotic formula of Pappalardi's Theorem 1.1 (Math. Comp. 66 (1997), 853�868).
� 1999 Academic Press

1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULTS

Let 1 be a finitely generated multiplicative subgroup of Q*. We denote
by supp(1 ) the (finite) set of those primes p such that &p(a){0 for some
a # 1. For all primes p not in supp(1 ), we consider the reduction 1p of 1.
Precisely, #p is the subgroup of F*p obtained by reducing modulo p all the
elements of 1. We let

N1 (x)=*[ p�x, p � supp(1) | 1p=F*p]. (1)

The statement that N(a)(x) � � as x � � (when a is an integer {0,
\1 and not a perfect square) is known as the Artin Conjecture for
primitive roots. In 1967, Hooley [3] proved that the Generalized Riemann
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Hypothesis (GRH) for the Dedekind zeta functions of certain Kummer
extensions implies the strong form of the Artin Conjecture:

N(a)(x)t$(a)
x

log x
. (2)

Furthermore, Hooley proved that if a=bh with b # Z not a power, then

$(a)=ca `
l | h \1&

1
l&1+ `

l |% h \1&
1

l(l&1)+ , (3)

where, if b=b1b2
2 with b1 square-free, then

1 if b1 �1 (mod 4)

(4)ca={1&+( |b1 | ) \ `
l | h, l | b1

1
l&2

`
l |% h, l | b1

1
l2&l&1+

if b1 #1 (mod 4).

We also recall the very important unconditional theorems in 1984 by
Gupta and Murty [1] and in 1986 by Heath-Brown [2]. We summarize
their results in the following.

Let a1 , a2 , a3 be non-zero multiplicatively independent integers such that
none of a1 , a2 , a3 , &3a1 a2 , &3a1 a3 , &3a2a3 , and a1 a2a3 is a square. Then
for at least one i # [1, 2, 3], we have

N(ai)
(x)>>

x
log2 x

. (5)

As a consequence, the Artin Conjecture is true for almost all integers.
More recently, Murty [8], under an hypothesis weaker than GRH, proved
that for at least one i # [1, 2, 3] the function N(ai)

(x) has a positive
density.

The second author proved in [9] that, when rank(1 )>1, the GRH for
the Dedekind zeta function of Q(`m , 1 1�m) implies

N1 (x)=$1
x

log x
+O \ x

log2 x+ , (6)

where the implied O-constant can be expressed in terms of 1, and

$1= :
�

m=1

+(m)
[Q(`m , 1 1�m) : Q]

. (7)
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Here 1 1�m denotes the set of mth roots of the elements of 1, and
`m=exp(2?i�m). Furthermore, he proved that, if p1 , ..., pr are odd primes,
then

$(p1, ..., pr)
=Ar \1&

1
2r+1 \`

r

i=1
\1&

(&1�pi)
pr+1

i & p r
i &1+

+ `
r

i=1 \1&
1

p r+1
i & pr

i &1+++ , (8)

where

Ar= `
l>2

\1&
1

l2(l&1)+ (9)

is called the r-dimensional Artin Constant.
The main goal of this note is to extend formulas (3) and (8) to every

finitely generated subgroup of Q*. We let

A1= `
l>2

\1&
1

|1Q*l�Q*l| (l&1)+ (10)

be the Generalized Artin Constant of 1. Moreover, for any ! # Q*�Q*2, let
s(!) denote the unique square-free integer such that !=s(!) Q*2.

Theorem 1. Let 1 be a finitely generated subgroup of Q* of rank r.
With the above notation, we have

$1=A1 \1&
1

|1Q*2�Q*2|
:

! # 1�

+( |s(!)| ) `
l | s(!)

1
|1Q*l�Q*l| (l&1)&1+ ,

(11)

where
1� =[! # 1Q*2�Q*2 | s(!)#1 (mod 4)]. (12)

In Section 2, we prove Theorem 1. In Section 3, we develop some techni-
cal results that will be used for the computation of |1Q*l�Q*l|. Using
these results, in Section 4 we improve the estimate for the error term of (6).

Theorem 2. Let 1 be a finitely generated subgroup of Q* of rank r>1.
If the GRH holds for the Dedekind zeta function of Q(`m , 1 1�m), then

N1 (x)=$1
x

log x
+O \ x

(log x)r+1 (log log x)r+ , (13)

where the implied constant depends only on 1.
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We shall give more precise statements of Theorem 2 in (57), (60), and
(61) of Section 4. We point out that (as in Theorem 3.1 of [9]) it is
possible to prove unconditionally that

N1 (x)�($1+o(1))
x

log x
. (14)

It is easy to see from (11) that if 1�Q*h, with h # N, then

$1<< `

l | h
l>2

\1&
1

l&1+<<
1

log log h
, (15)

which shows that there exist infinitely many subgroups of any given rank
whose density is arbitrarily small. On the other hand, it was first observed
by Lehmer and Lehmer [7] that some integers have higher chances than
others to be primitive roots. Indeed, they noticed that &3 is primitive root
for about 450 of the primes, while 2 just for about 380 of them. This
phenomenon appears also in the higher rank case.

We say that a free subgroup 1 of Q* of rank r is r-optimal if its density
$1 is maximal in the set of all possible densities of free subgroups of Q* of
rank r. Analogously, we say that a torsion subgroup 1 of Q* of rank r is
r-optimal with torsion if its density $1 is maximal in the set of all possible
densities of torsion subgroups of Q* of rank r.

It is easy to see by (3) that ( &3) is 1-optimal with $(&3)=3�5 } A1 &
0.44875, and by (11) that ( &1, 3) is 1-optimal with torsion with $(&1, 3)

=4�5 } A1 &0.59833. By a careful analysis of (11) and by some evidence
given by numerical computations, we are led to state the following.

Claim. Let r be a positive integer, and let (l i) i�1 be the increasing
sequence of all the odd primes.

(1) The subgroup ( (&1�li) li | i=1, ..., r) is r-optimal. Its density is

Ar \1&
1
2r `

r

i=1
\1&

1
l r

i(li&1)&1++ . (16)

Moreover, a subgroup 1 of Q* is r-optimal if and only if 1� =
( (&1�li) li Q2 | i=1, ..., r) and 2r(1 )=1 (the invariant 2r(1 ) will be
defined in (34)).

(2) The subgroup ( &1, l1 , ..., lr) is r-optimal with torsion. Its
density is

Ar \1&
1

2r+1 `
r

i=1
\1&

1
lr

i(li&1)&1++ . (17)
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Moreover, a subgroup 1 of Q* is r-optimal with torsion if and only if
1� =( &Q*2, l1 Q*2, ..., lr Q*2) and 2r(1)=1.

We plan to deal with this claim and some other related problems in a
future paper.

2. EVALUATION OF THE DENSITY (PROOF OF THEOREM 1)

Let us rewrite the sum in (7) as

$1= :
�

j=1

+( j)
.( j) nj

, (18)

where nj=[Kj (1 1�j) : Kj], with Kj=Q(`j).
Henceforth m will denote an odd positive square-free integer, and l an

odd positive prime.
We have (see, e.g., [6, Chapter VIII, Section 8])

nm= `
l | m

[Km(1 1�l) : Km]= `
l | m

|1K*l
m �K*l

m |= `
l | m

|1Q*l�Q*l| , (19)

since 1 & K*l
m =1 & Q*l, while

n2m=[Km(1 1�2) : Km] `
l | m

[Km(1 1�l) : Km]=|1K*2
m �K*2

m | nm . (20)

Furthermore,

1K*2
m

K*2
m

$
1

1 & K*2
m

$
1Q*2�Q*2

(1 & K*2
m ) Q*2�Q*2 . (21)

We set

Hm=(1 & K*2
m ) Q*2�Q*2, (22)

so that

n2m=|1Q*2�Q*2| |Hm |&1 `
l | m

|1Q*l�Q*l|. (23)

We also note that

Hm=[! # 1Q*1�Q*2 | s(!) | m, s(!)#1 (mod 4)]. (24)
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Let us split the above sum as the sum 7o over odd j 's plus the sum 7e

over even j 's. It is immediate to see that

7o = `
l>2

\1&
1

|1Q*l�Q*l| (l&1)+=A1 . (25)

Let us deal with the second sum. We have

7e = :
�

m=1
(m, 2)=1

+(2m)
.(2m) n2m

=
&1

|1Q*2�Q*2|
:
�

m=1
(m, 2)=1

+(m) |Hm |
.(m) nm

. (26)

For conciseness, we set f (m)=+(m)�(.(m) nm). The function f (m) is multi-
plictive on odd m's and it is zero on non square-free integers. Then we have

7e =
&1

|1Q*2�Q*2|
:
�

m=1
(m, 2)=1

f (m) |Hm |. (27)

Note that Hm�1� for any m (where 1� is defined in (12)). Then

:
�

m=1
(m, 2)=1

f (m) |Hm |

= :
�

m=1
(m, 2)=1

f (m) :
! # Hm

1 (28)

= :
! # 1�

:
�

m=1
(m, 2)=1, Hm % !

f (m)= :
! # 1�

f ( |s(!)| ) :
�

m=1
(m, 2s(!))=1

f (m) (29)

= :
! # 1�

f ( |s(!)| ) `

l |% s(!)
l>2

(1+ f (l))

= `
l>2

(1+ f (l)) :
! # 1�

f ( |s(!)| ) `

l | s(!)
l>2

(1+ f (l))&1. (30)

Finally, using the definition of f and (19), the last expression equals

A1 :
! # 1�

+( |s(!)| ) `

l | s(!)
l>2

1
nl(l&1) \1&

1
nl(l&1)+

&1

=A1 :
! # 1�

+( |s(!)| ) `

l | s(!)
l>2

1
|1Q*l�Q*l| (l&1)&1

. (31)
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Substituting (31) into (27) and adding (25) to (27) we obtain (11). This
completes the proof. K

3. EFFECTIVE COMPUTATION OF THE DENSITY

The purpose of this section is to provide some explicit tools to compute
the quantities rank(1 ) and |1Q*l�Q*l|, which are necessary for a practical
computation of $1 . For simplicity we shall start with the case when 1 is
free (i.e., when &1 � 1) and is contained in the group Q+ of positive
rational numbers.

3.1. The Case 1�Q+

Let 1 be subgroup of Q+ of rank r, [a1 , ..., ar] be a Z-basis of 1 and
supp(1)=[ p1 , ..., ps]. Fix an ordering for the basis and the support, say
(a1 , ..., ar) and ( p1 , ..., ps). Then we can construct the matrix in M(s_r, Z)

M(a1 , ..., ar)=\
:1, 1

b
b

:s, 1

} } }

} } }

:1, r

b
b

:s, r
+ , (32)

where ai= p:1, i
1 } } } p:s, i

s . Indeed, M(a1 , ..., ar) is the relations matrix of
(a1 , ..., ar) with respect to ( p1 , ..., ps) (see [4, Chapter 3]). It is obvious
that rank(M(a1 , ..., ar))=r (this of course implies r�s) If (b1 , ..., br) is
another ordered Z-basis of 1 then there exists a matrix U # SLr(Z) such
that

M(a1 , ..., ar)=M(b1 , ..., br) } U. (33)

For any matrix of integers M # M(h_k, Z) and for i=1, ..., min(h, k), let
2i (M) be the greatest common divisor of the minors of size i of M, while
20(M)=1. For any i=0, ..., r, we define

2i (1)=2i (M(a1 , ..., ar)), (34)

which is well defined by (33), and does not depend on the ordering of the
basis [a1 , ..., ar] or of the support [ p1 , ..., ps].

For any positive prime l (including l=2), we may consider the matrix
M(a1 , ..., ar)l # M(s_r, Fl) obtained by reducing modulo l each entry of
M(a1 , ..., ar). The rank of M(a1 , ..., ar)l (over Fl) equals dimFl

(1Q*l�Q*l), so it does not depend on the basis, but only on 1; we shall
denote it by rl(1). Furthermore, rl(1 ) is the greatest integer h such that
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2h(1 )�0 (mod l) (we have rl(1 )=0 in case 21(1)#0 (mod l)). Finally
rl(1 )=r if and only if l |% 2r(1 ). Hence

A1=Ar `

l | 2r(1 )
l>2

\1&
lr&rl&1

lr(l&1)&1+ , (35)

and

$1=A1 \1&
1

2r2
:

! # 1�

+( |s(!)| ) `
l | s(!)

1
lrl(l&1)&1+ , (36)

where rl=rl(1 ) for all l 's.

3.2. The General Case 1�Q*

In the general case we let

&1&=[ |a| | a # 1]. (37)

It is clear that rank(1 )=rank(&1&). The relation between rl(1 ) and
rl(&1&) is as follows.

Proposition 1. For l>2, rl(1)=rl(&1&). Moreover,

r2(1 )={r2(&1&)+1
r2(&1&)

if &1 # 1Q*2

otherwise.
(38)

Proof. We consider the epimorphism

1Q*l�Q*l � &1& Q*l�Q*l

(39)
aQ*l [ |a| Q*l.

If l>2, the kernel is trivial. If l=2, the kernel is (\Q*2 & 1Q*2)�Q*2.
Hence the claim. K

If 1 is free of rank r and 1=(a1 , ..., ar) , we associate to 1 the matrix
in M((s+1)_r, Z)

:0, 1 } } } :0, r

:1, 1 } } } :1, r

M� (a1 , ..., ar)=\ b b + , (40)

b b
:s, 1 } } } :s, r
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where :0, i # [0, 1] and ai=(&1):0, i p:1, i
1 } } } p:s, i

s . Note that the matrix
M( |a1 |, ..., |ar | ) associated to &1& equals M� (a1 , ..., ar) with the first row
removed. Therefore, if we let M=M( |a1 |, ..., |ar | ) and M� =M� (a1 , ..., ar) by
Proposition 1 we always have that rank(1)=rank(M) and rl(1 )=
rank(Ml), for l{2. On the other hand, it is easy to prove that

r2(1 )=rank(M� 2), (41)

where M� 2 is the reduction modulo 2 of M� . Then, we let 2i (1 )=2i (&1&),
for i=1, ..., r. Finally, it is clear that formulas (35) and (36) hold also in
this case.

Example. Let

1=(&33 } 1115, 33 } 113, &37 } 137, 22 } 52 } 11 } 13) . (42)

Then supp(1 )=(2, 3, 5, 11, 13) and the matrix associated to &1& is

0 0 0 2

3 3 7 0

M=\ 0 0 0 2+ . (43)

15 3 0 1

0 0 7 1

So 24(1 )=23 } 32 } 7, r3(1 )=2, and r7(1)=3. The matrix associated to 1
is

M� =\1 0 1 0
M + . (44)

Hence r2(1 )=3 (note that rank(M2)=2). Finally

1� =[Q*2, 33Q*2, &39Q*2, &143Q*2]. (45)

So A1=(314721�331315) A4 and c1=746411120668�853041350643. Hence

$1=
4606103025642228
5541674413495795

A4 &0.831175 } 0.993350&0.82565.

Note that the density of our claimed optimal free subgroup of rank 4 is
about 0.93792 (see (16)).

When 1 is torsion of rank r, then 1=( &1) �&1&, and we may assume
that 1=( &1, a1 , ..., ar) , with &1&=(a1 , ..., ar) . By Proposition 1 we
have rl(1 )=rl(&1&) for l{2, and r2(1)=r2(&1&)+1.
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3.3. An Estimate for [Km(1 1�m) : Q]

We do not know whether the formula of the following proposition is
known. Since we have not been able to find it in the literature, we give a
proof here.

Proposition 2. Let m be an odd positive integer, 1 a finitely generated
subgroup of Q*, and r the rank of 1. Then

[Km(1 1�m) : Km]=
mr

gcd(mr, mr&121(1 ), ..., m2r&1(1), 2r(1 ))
. (47)

Proof. By the same argument that led to (19) we have (see, e.g.,
[6, Chapter VIII, Section 8])

[Km(1 1�m) : Km]= }1Q*m

Q*m }. (48)

Now suppose that &1&=(a1 , ..., ar) and supp(1 )=[ p1 , ..., ps]. Note that,
since m is odd,

1Q*m

Q*m $
&1& Q*m

Q*m $
(a1 , ..., ar , pm

1 , ..., pm
s )

(pm
1 , ..., pm

s )

$
(p1 , ..., ps)
(pm

1 , ..., pm
s )<

(p1 , ..., ps)
(a1 , ..., ar , pm

1 , ..., pm
s )

. (49)

It is clear that (p1 , ..., ps)�(pm
1 , ..., pm

s ) has ms elements. As for (p1 , ..., ps)�
(a1 , ..., ar , pm

1 , ..., pm
s ) , we consider the relations matrix N of (a1 , ..., ar ,

pm
1 , ..., pm

s ) with respect to ( p1 , ..., ps). Letting M=M(a1 , ..., ar), then
N=(M mIs). By the theory of finitely generated modules over principal
ideal domains (see [4, Chapter 3]), since N # M(s_(r+s), Z), we know
that (p1 , ..., ps)�(a1 , ..., ar , pm

1 , ..., pm
s ) has 2s(N) elements (provided that

2s(N){0). Indeed, we can explicitly compute it, observing that

2h(N)={gcd(mh&i2i (M) | i=0, ..., h),
mh&r2r(N),

for h=1, ..., r
for h=r+1, ..., s.

(50)

It follows that

} (p1 , ..., ps)
(a1 , ..., ar , pm

1 , ..., pm
s ) }=ms&r gcd(mr, mr&121(1 ), ..., m2r&1(1 ), 2r(1 )),

(51)

hence the claim. K
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Corollary 1. Let m be a square-free positive integer, 1 be a finitely
generated subgroup of Q* of rank r. Then

[Km(1 1�m) : Q]�.(m)
mr

2r(1)
1

2r&r2+min(r2, &(m)&1) , (52)

where &(m) is the number of distinct prime divisors of m.

4. ESTIMATE OF THE ERROR TERM (SKETCH OF THE
PROOF OF THEOREM 2)

The proof of Theorem 2 follows the lines of [9, Section 2]. We refer to
it for details.

Set L=Q(`m , 1 1�m), nL its degree over Q, dL the discriminant of L, and

?p(x)=*[ p�x | p is unramified and splits completely in L]. (53)

We use the Hensel inequality (see [10, p. 128, Prop. 5]),

log |dL |�nL \ :
p | dL

log p+log nL+ , (54)

and the effective version of the Chebotarev Density Theorem due to
Lagarias and Odlyzko under GRH [5],

?m(x)=
1

nL

x
log x

+O(x1�2 log(xd1�nL
L )). (55)

Thus we deduce

?m(x)=
1

nL

x
log x

+O(x1�2 log(xmr+2P)), (56)

where P=> [ p | p # supp(1)].
By an argument similar to that in [9], we obtain from Corollary 1 that

N1 (x)=$1
x

log x
+O \2r2r

yr

x
log x

+2?( y)x1�2 log(xe(r+2) �( y)P)

+?(z) x1�2 log(xzr+2P)+\x
z+

(r+1)�r r2r log A
log(x�z) + , (57)

where y and z are parameters, and A equals the product a1 , ..., ar , for some
fixed Z-basis [a1 , ..., ar] of 1.
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Now we choose the parameters

2?( y)=
x1�2

logr+4 x
, ?(z)=

x1�2

logr+4 x
, (58)

which requires us to assume the bound

r�\1
2

&$+ log x
log log x

, (59)

for some $ # (0, 1�2). Hence

N1 (x)=$1
x

log x
+O \ x

logr+1 x \
1

log x
+\ 2 log 2

$ log log x+
r

2r

+
log P

log3 x
+

(log x)2r+6

x1�2(1&1�r) r2r log A++ , (60)

where the implied constant does not depend on 1, but only on $.
Furthermore, if r�(1�5)(log x�log log x) we can simplify this estimate to

N1 (x)=$1
x

log x
+O \2r log(AP)

x
logr+1 x(log log x)r�2+ , (61)

where the implied constant does not depend on 1, nor on r.
On the other hand, we also gather from (60) that, for any fixed 1 of rank r,

N1 (x)=$1
x

log x
+O \ x

(log x)r+1 (log log x)r+ , (62)

where the implied constant depends on 1.

Corrigendum to ``On the r-rank Artin Conjecture'' [9]. We point out a
mistake in the proof of Theorem 1.1. The Hensel inequality in (2.12) is
wrongly stated; it has to be replaced by inequality (54) of the present
paper. However, this mistake does not affect the validity of the theorem,
since only some minor adjustement is to be done: m } a1 } } } ar in (2.13),
(2.14), and (2.15) should be replaced by mr+2a1 } } } ar . The same replace-
ment is to be done in the proof of Theorem 3.1; as a consequence, the
upper bound of (3.10) must be replaced by (log x)1�(3r+5).
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